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Ascom Digistat Smart Central Plus clinical software
solution receives Class IIb certification in the EU
Ascom has obtained another certification for its vital European healthcare
market. Ascom Digistat Smart Central Plus software solution is now Class IIb
certified, which further reinforces the market position of the Ascom
Healthcare Platform.
Ascom Digistat Smart Central Plus is the first truly reliable distributed alarm system that
implements a distributed alarm system with technical confirmation. The product leverages
and pushes forward the characteristic of the previous generation Ascom Digistat Smart
Central already implemented in leading hospitals in Europe.
Digistat Smart Central Plus provides an overview of the devices status and reliably notifies
alarms occurring on the connected medical devices, so that the user is informed remotely
at a glance about the situation in the ward. It also supports the improvement of nursing
workflows related to the management of alarms from the connected medical devices.
"After receiving the certification of the FDA in the US for Ascom Digistat Smart Central end
of 2018, this European certification for the enhanced Ascom Digistat Smart Central Plus
solution is another paramount step to supply the healthcare market with our brilliant
solutions around our comprehensive Ascom Healthcare Platform. Healthcare customers
and its patients will get the best of Ascom and we are looking forward to deliver it to our
clients in Europe", emphasizes Holger Cordes, CEO of Ascom.
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ABOUT ASCOM
Ascom is a global solutions provider focused on healthcare ICT and mobile workflow solutions. The vision of
Ascom is to close digital information gaps allowing for the best possible decisions – anytime and anywhere.
Ascom’s mission is to provide mission-critical, real-time solutions for highly mobile, ad hoc, and time-sensitive
environments. Ascom uses its unique product and solutions portfolio and software architecture capabilities to
devise integration and mobilization solutions that provide truly smooth, complete and efficient workflows for
healthcare as well as for industry and retail sectors.
Ascom is headquartered in Baar (Switzerland), has subsidiaries in 18 countries and employs around 1,300
people worldwide. Ascom registered shares (ASCN) are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange in Zurich.
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This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to subscribe for, purchase or sell any securities. This document is not being issued in
the United States of America or the United Kingdom and should not be distributed in any jurisdiction in a manner where such distribution would
not comply with regulatory requirements. In particular, this document may not be distributed into the United States, to United States persons or
to publications with a general circulation in the United States. In addition, the securities of Ascom have not been and will not be registered in
any jurisdiction outside Switzerland. The securities of Ascom may not be offered, sold or delivered and no solicitation to purchase such securities
may be made within the United States or to U.S. persons absent an applicable exemption from the registration requirements of the United
States securities laws or within any other jurisdiction and in a manner where such offer, sale, delivery or solicitation might not be in compliance
with regulatory requirements (including the United Kingdom).
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